Growth hormones. 1. Polymorphism (minireview).
Pituitary growth hormone (GH) is not a single molecular species, but a whole set of similar molecules, the individual specific characteristics of which constitute the polymorphism of this hormone. The present paper deals mainly with various forms of human GH, called "variants", and touches on this polymorphism in other species as well. The 22 K variant (MW = 22,000 daltons) is the predominant form of GH to which all other variants are compared as to chemical structure and biological effect. These variants are classified into two large groups: 1) mass variants, the molecular weight of which is modified in comparison with that of 22 K; these can be subdivided into aggregated and non-aggregated forms, and 2) charge variants with modified electrophoretic mobility. Outside this classification are entities which are not yet well known; these include bioinactive GH, correctly detected by RIA but deprived of biological activity or, on the contrary, strongly bioactive GH lacking immunoreactivity and consequently difficult to study. Another outsider is the SV-hGH-2 variant encoded from a gene different from the hGH-N gene normally coding for the other variants. In this case, the product could be considered a true isohormone of 22 K and no longer a variant. The pituitary expression of this gene has never been evidenced to date, but according to recent data, it could be expressed at the placental level and be implicated in human placental growth hormone (hPGH) synthesis. hPGH is a newly-found GH in pregnant women which takes over pituitary GH from the 25th week onwards. After the GH molecules are released by the pituitary in the blood stream, they are partially taken up and carried by binding proteins. The physiological role of this phenomenon could be the setting up of a GH reservoir and a GH sparing process since the metabolic clearance rate of the complex GH-binding protein is slower than that of free GH, thus increasing the biological half-life of the hormone.